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Types of
Writers - Pantser

Pantser - wherever the wind takes you
Pro-Freedom to go wherever,
whenever, at your own pace
Pro-Change everything up on the fly
Con-it’s easy to get distracted and off
schedule
Con-could have long periods of
writer’s block, etc because of lack of
direction
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Types of
Writers - Plotter

Plotter - everything planned
Pro - you have everything mapped out
Pro - makes it easy and fast to get
your first draft done
Con - sometimes it can feel restrictive
or lead to boredom
Con - may make some writers feel like
they aren’t able to be as creative as it
is all set in stone already
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Types of
Writers - Plantser
Plantser - somewhere in between

Pro - You can sketch out the key beats
but you dont have spend hours
plotting everything out
Pro - you have some kind of outline to
follow 
Con - depending on how much you
need to guide you, you may find
yourself stuck in between the outlined
beats
Con - because it is somewhere in
between it doesnt give you all the
structure of having a fully fleshed out
plan nor does it give you all the
freedom of just seeing where the story
takes you
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Types of
Writers - Snowflake

Snowflake - start with just a theme
Pro - Can invoke a strong passion for
the project
Pro - you have the time and the deep
thought to create a powerful story
Con - you don’t have much to go on, at
first
Con - could take months or years to
cultivate everything else needed for
the story
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Outlining
Resources

This book breaks down the plotting
process into a series of easy steps - it calls
it a beat sheet
It shows you how every story is made up
of the same ‘beats’ and once you know
this, you know how to plot and pace your
novel successfully - from the rising action
to the climax and then to the falling
action resulting in the final resolution
Must have resource, whether you are a
plotter or pantser

Save the Cat Writes a Novel’

Why not check out The Writer Communities
Outlining Worksheet in our member's section
- we use some of the Save the Cat structure in
there
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Outlining
Resources

This book analyses the scientific reason
behind why we love stories and what we
are drawn to as readers
It breaks down the plotting process scene
by scene and even gives you a 'blue print'
to work off of when outlining 
It encourages you to think about the cause
and effect of every scene
It also highlights the need for a 'third rail'
an emotional plot, which works beside the
physical plot
Must have resource, whether you are a
plotter or plantser - may be too much for
a pantser

Story Genius
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Outlining
Resources

A book bible gathers everything that
makes up your novel, in one place: the
setting, the characters, the symbols etc.
It is good to use as a resource when
planning your novel to develop the story
and characters
It is also useful while editing to make sure
everything is consistent
 The Writer Community has a Book Bible
Workbook in our member's section

Podcast - ‘Fiction Writing Made Easy’ by
Savannah Gilbo
Natural Readers - free text > speech app,
great for testing dialogue
ProWritingAid - grammar checker, style
editor and writing mentor

Book Bible

Other Resources 

https://www.savannahgilbo.com/podcast
https://www.naturalreaders.com/
https://prowritingaid.com/
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Getting Through the
First Draft

The first draft does not need to be
perfect, it just needs to exist so that you
can make it better through editing, so
whatever you do just keep writing. You
can edit a bad page, you can’t edit a blank
page!
If you are stuck on a scene, just skip it and
move to the next one. Put something in
like *some fighting happens*, it’s not
worth the lost time. 
Write short stories for your characters if
you are struggling to connect with them
or if they feel flat. Not only is it a good
writing exercise, but it also helps you
understand them better and you can
always use the stories in your book as a
flashback. 

Tips for getting through the first draft
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Getting Through the
First Draft

Don’t worry about making your writing
amazing or having great grammar, that is
what editing is for.
If you are a plotter and you get stuck, go
back to the outline and see what is
stopping you. Is there something in the
plot that doesn’t feel right?
Do you to edit as you go or edit at the
end? Find out what works for you and
stick with it. Be wary of the
procrastination trap of editing as you go
though - make sure you keep moving
forward

Tips for getting through the first draft
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